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KEEP COLD NIGHT BLINDS
The energy costs of a supermarket are an item of
considerable importance in its overall expenses. KEEP
COLD night blind systems make a decisive contribution
to reducing the consumption of energy in a
supermarket. Please find below some more detials
about our products.
Hand-operated KEEP COLD blind
Reduce your energy costs by covering your refrigerated multidecks with KEEP COLD
night blinds at the close of business, as well as on public holidays and at weekends.
The hand-operated blind is operated manually, easy to retrofit and easy to handle.
Hand-operated blinds can be used for all refrigerated multidecks.
The hand-operated blinds with integrated brake function from KEEP COLD night blind
can be released from any opened position. The spring system then gently and
uniformly rolls up your blind completely.
Available in the standard design or as cassette blinds; they can also be easily
retrofitted to existing refrigrated multidecks.
Hand-operated KEEP COLD blind in cassette
KEEP COLD hand-operated blinds in cassette save you real money day after day.
The attractive cassettes are available in different colors. The back-to-back
installation of the blind cassettes permits easy handling by your personnel. The
cassette elements are supplied in two standard lengths, 1250 mm and 1875 mm,
with a standard blind pullout length of 1200 mm (other lengths are possible).
The hand-operated blinds with integrated brake function from KEEP COLD night blind
can be released from any opened position. The spring system then gently and
uniformly rolls up your blind completely.
Available in the standard design or as cassette blinds; they can also be easily
retrofitted to existing refrigrated multidecks.
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The automatic KEEP COLD blinds possesses an integrated electric drive which
enables the blind to be unrolled and rolled up again without any problem. These
blinds can be used with shelf lengths of up to 15 meters with just a single motor.
Switching can be carried out manually or via the central supermarket lighting
system.
Available in the standard design or as cassette blinds; they can also be easily
retrofitted to existing refrigrated multidecks.

KEEP COLD Benefits ;
EASY TO USE
KEEP COLD night blinds are simple to install, requiring no special expertise. All
components are rustproof and washable, and the blinds are designed to retain a
clean and shiny appearance for years to come.
BUSINESS AS USUAL
KEEP COLD night blinds won't interfere with store operations or restocking, and
customers will appreciate that your store is doing its part to conserve energy.
TESTED AND APPROVED
KEEP COLD night blinds are a proven energy saving resource, and have been tested
for use by all major refrigerated display case manufacturers.
LOWER MAINTENANCE COSTS
Maintenance Costs are reduced, by allowing refrigeration compressors to work less
and last longer.
LOWER HEATING COST
KEEP COLD energy-saving blind lowers store heating costs when they are used
during winter months, by keeping cold air inside the display case where it belongs,
rather than allowing it to spill out into the store.
THE REAL VALUE
KEEP COLD night blind is the value with made from high-quality materials and
components, yet priced less than comparable brands. And unlike cheaper plastic
blinds which discolor and tear, our fabric is made to last for years, making it the
night blind of choice among display case manufacturers.
FAST PAY-BACK ON YOUR INVESTMENT
Competitively Priced KEEP COLD Night Blinds can save up to 40% of your energy
costs and pay for itself in less than a year. The savings will depend on local cost of
energy, number of hours the store is closed and type of equipment.
LONGER SHELFLIFE
The shelf life of perishable products will be extended, while product losses due to
equipment or power failures will be reduced.

KEEP COLD night blinds are a proven energy saving
resource, and have been tested for use by all major
refrigerated display case manufacturers as standart
products.
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Save Money with KEEP COLD night blinds :
EASY Install

EASY Usage

LOWER Energy Cost

LOWER Product Losses

LOWER Maintenance Cost

LOWER Labor Costs

LOWER Shelf Life
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